A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
(3) The modification of the Habeas Corpus Act. This Act
still survives as an historical curiosity, but is now of little effect
because a modern Government can suspend it at will and can
secure, even without its suspension, the imprisonment of un-
desirables, since the Justiciary is now part of a united class which
has taken the place of personal kingship. But in Charles IPs
and James IPs time Habeas Corpus was a powerful weapon
against the government of the King and intended to be used as
such. For, though the King could usually rely on some judges,
he could never be certain of all (as a modern Government is).
The lawyers had become, in the seventeenth century, part of
that wealthy class which is to-day the executive, but was then
in opposition to the executive. Now, since any judge was free
under the Act, in the pretence that the Government's plea
for delay did not satisfy him, to say that a prisoner should no
longer be detained pending trial, the lawyers could thus hamper
the Government's collection of evidence.
James was opposed in his own Council by Halifax and
Rochester. The Test Act was the real battle-ground, and
support of it was increased by the news, in October, that the
King of France had abolished the edict of long standing which
gave freedom of worship and civic rights to French Protestants.
Of these some 4000 emigrated to England, and, though a small
body, greatly inflamed public feeling.
Parliament met on November 9. It opposed. It supported
the Test Act in the House of Commons, reftising to continue the
commissions given to certain Catholic officers who had acted
against the late rebels. In the House of Lords the bishops were
unanimously determined to maintain the civic disabilities of all
Catholic Englishmen.
The King prorogued the Parliament and determined to act
in favour of toleration through his dispensing power. The dis-
pensing power was the right of the King to relieve particular
cases from the action of a general law—e.g., he could pardon even
a convicted felon. There had never been any question of this
constitutional principle—it was immemorial and taken for
granted; but because the relief now offered would give civic
rights to a Catholic, the judges, whose support of any form of
government is essential, began to waver. A minority of four
proclaimed the novel doctrine that the King could not give a
particular dispensation. This revolutionary act on the part of
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